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CITY LOGISTICS VERSUS QUALITY OF LIFE IN THE AREA OF
PUBLIC TRANSPORT AFTER AN EXAMPLE OF A MEDIUM SIZEI)

CITYı

Maj o Ki ba -Jani aE, Kat arzyııa Cheb a3

Abstracl - The objective of lhis paper is to present ınutual depeııdencies between city logisıics and
quality of life. On accounl of the limited paper leııgth, lhe authors haı,e ;focused on cily pub,'ic
tı'dıısporl. The lcısk assigııed ta city lo4istics as regards public tı,cınsport is lo find such soluıions whi:h
to a coıısiderable exteııt will improye lhe comfort and easiııess of movemeııl ofpeople qcross cttie,s.
This paper represenls resulüs of a reseqrch iülto the impact of Selecled aspecıS of city logistics
narrowed dowıı lo public lransport on qualily of life of middle sized cily dwellers - iıI this case af
Gorzöw Wielkopo]ski, a loıln i lhe west of Poland_ Tlıe article is based ı,ın on enıpiı,ical study. Iı
presents lhe resulıs of quanİitatiye ı,eSearch based on q questionnaire Suryey. The auıhors used İıiıe
met ho d of deduclive re as oııiıı g,

Key"words: cily logiSlicS, urbaıı logistic systeıı, collectiye h-anspart, quality of lİfe

INTRODUCTION

The issue of quaiity of life has been bothering researchefs for years. Quality of lifb in many
cliteria is seen as is affected by a number of factors, matelial and imııaterial, such as satisfaction wilh
spiritual and aesthetic needs. A Statelnent might be ventured that quality of life increases along with
Mas]ow's pyramid successive needs satisfied.

QualiŞ of life is affected by many aspects connected with a sense of safety, health care, access to
education, culfure, social weaith or movement of dwe]lers of urban agglomerations which are gettin3
more and more congested.

Rapid and efficient lransit across a city and adjacent suburban spheres is taking on even motg
importance for ci§ dwellers - especially for those living in mediunr and large sized centres [1]. Th:
historical sources reveal that even ancient townsfolk would be affected by traffic jarıs caused b1
running chariots, horse pulled rigs or the very pedestrians. The invention of the caf and motorway;
gave a new din]ension to the old lived pest. A good deal of tools have been fomıulated to tackle thıı
issue quantitativeiy or statistically [2], [3]. Regrettably, even today many a town grapples with tolı
hea\,y congestion on the ıoad. Looking for solution for issues diagnosed in this way belongs with cit),
logistics, which is playing more and more pivotal role in the way passengel and goods flows aır:
handled across the city.

The present paper shows a certain aspect of city logistics, naınely that of collective city transpor_
(a system ofmeans oftransport providing services to many people), aıd its impact on quality oflife o]'
inhabitants. Collective transport in many to]vns does not ıneet their dwellers' expectations as regard:
quality of services. Stops ale frequently spaced by more than 300 netres, various means of traıspon
(tıam and bus) afe not connected, while in rush hours passengers have to tlavel on congested vehicles.
All such inıpediments discourage many city dwellers from using public transpod. On the other
hand municipal transport companies begin to perceive passengers as their customers who
have to be cared ofand who exact cetain flexibility.

Tl'ıe Gorzöw Wiclkopolski Municipal Transpof Company (MZK) is one of such establislırnents
that since 2003 has regularly been surveying its passengers. The surveys are to evaluate the services

l A paper lunded fiom funds foI scicnce jn years 20l0-2013 as a research project.

2 
I Iigher School oi'l]usiness. Gorzarw wiclkopolski. Poland, m.kibaa,ilvsb.gorzow.pl

] Zachodniopomorski UnirveIsytct Technologiczny w Szczecinie, Polaıd
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provided by MZK aıd make the basis for decisions that will improve the quality of the services

provided by the comparıy, and further on improving the quality oflife ofüe inhabitants.

CITY LOGISTICS VERSUS QUALITY OF LIFE
Despite ıhe fact that quality of life excites more intelest in various social groups, the terminolory

used stii1 needs sorting out, which to a large extent haııpels index quantification in empirical research-

Apart ftom the teım of quality of life, generally other terms are used too: living conditions, standard of
living, life style or ways of living [4].

There are many terms defining quality of life and each of them points at factors that a particular

researcher sees important. Campbell is of an opinion that quality of life can be described by definite

criterion which is uniform for the whole set of critelia, such as family life, occupation, material and

occupational Status, health, neighbours, friends, children, level of activity, etc. [5].
Fl*ug- is of a similar opinion, yet he believes that for individuals various spheres of life will

have different weights [5]. And thus, for some the priority is their family, while for others the priority
is given to safety or occupation.

R. Kolmaır gives a number of definitions of quality of 1ife:

-'degree ofsatisfaction with man's spiritual and material needs;
_ the degree of satisfaction with needs determining the level of mateıial and spiritual lives of

individuals and whole society;
-the degree to ııhich conventionally expected normaliry is met in activities and everyday

situations of individuals and society'[6].
A. Zali§ differentiates bet[,een standard of living and quality of living. According to him

standard of living finds its expression in the quantity of goods, services and aids (such as clothing,

food, education, health, sense of safety) that a full and respectful life requiıes, while quali§ of life is
made up from feelings, emotions, in other words in the degree ofsatisfaction ofthe standard ofliving.
Qualiş of life is most often described in terms of quality, while standaıd of living by means of
quantity [7].

Pıesently one of the most significant factors affecting style of living and ways of living is time. Tt

is a criterion underlying many decisions made by city dwellers - for instance a choice of an adequate

means oftransport to get to the destination as soon as possible. This issue relates to city logistics [8].
City logistics has been playing a more and more important role in many cities in the world,

Recently the number of passenger cars has increased significantly, which in turn made problems with
moving people and freight across the city become more pronounced.

According to tl]e Council of LogiStics Management 'city logisticS may be defined as a process of
planıing, performing and checking of flows:

- initiated outside and directed ci§ıvise;
- initiated internally and directed outside city;
- passing the city;
- as well as intemal flows and accompanying information flows with meeting needs by ciŞ

agglomerations in view as regaıds quality of economy, life and development' [9].
According to Krawczyk 'city logistics means plaıning, coordination aıd controlling of logistic

processes over urban areas. The specific quali§ of city logistics is that the goals set up by players

taking part in the processes and the manner in which the process is effected have to account for
operating, maıket, infrastructural arıd legal requirements and limitations posed by the ci§
environment, inclusive ofthe cjty as a collective unit' I l0].

Therefore, in the opinion of the present authols, city logistics focuses first and most of all on

planıing, coordinating and controlling of processes talking place within the boundaiy of a given urban

area an related to physical movement of goods (raw matelials, semi-products, goods and waste, etc.)

and people and ıelated infoımation in a maıner that will optimise costs, congestion and improving
quality of life.

The goal for city logistics will theıefore be optimisation of the city's logistics system, which is

composed ofthe following functional subsystems [11]:
1. transport ofboth material goods and provision ofutilities;
2. transport and storage ofmunicipal waste;
3. collective and individual transport;
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4. storage of material goods and industıial aı,ıd colıııııerciaI zones alıd in city's coılınıercial
chains;

5. control]iırg flows of ı,ı-üaterial goods and hun,ıans.
Therefore, it can be taken for grantcd that the ci!v's logjstics system is an orgaı,ıised and

coordinated flow of ııaterial goods, utilities, huııan resouıces and related information within a gi!en
urban agglonreration in such a manneı that will optinrise costs and satisfoing needs of dwellers as
ıegards quality of life and management of material resources.

A city analysis lequires that integlation of spatial planıing, transpoi1 and ftınctional location
should be accounted for. These requifements met wiil allow for an economic development,
enviıonmental abilities and coexistence as well as securing social plovisions for urban dwellers Il2].

Curently, more and more people are migrating from town to the adjacent countryside. Thetefo:e,
it is inrportant that the city logistic systenr be seen with the so calied Larger Urban Zones (LUZs) (see
Fig. 1).

LUZs in the case of towns with the population between 100 and up to 250 thousaırd are ruı,al
municipalities boıdering directly on the city limits. LUZs were defined by the Chief Statistical office
on the basis of NTS 4 (Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS) is in foıce in FU
member states where NTS 4 staıd for districts or boroughs) [l3].

Suburbs (LUZ) City Suburbs (LUZ)
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The definitions given above make it obvious that one of the principal goals of city logistics is

meeting needs of urbaı dwellers as regards quality of life. On the other hand an inctease in quality of
life contributes inter alia to a growth in individual means of transport, and this in turn leads to more

congested towns for vehicular transport, which again in tum leads to a reduced quality of life.

EVALUATION OF QUALITY OF LIFE OF DWELLERS OF GORZÖW
WIELKOPOLSKI IN THE AREA OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Gorzöw Wielkopolski is a town located in the ıvestem part of Poland, in the province of Lubuskie.
This makes the location quite attractive on account of the fact that the Polish-German border is very

close, and hence the capital of that state Bellin is too. The population of Gorzöw Wielkopolski is

125 157 |l4ll,
City traısport is managed by bus and tram services in Gorzdw Wielkopolski. As tbe statistical data

Il5] show since 2005 there has been no increase in the len$h of bus oI tram routes; while over the

same period the province of Lubuskie has increased the bus loutes by more thaır 130 km. The total

length ofthe city routes as per 1000 inhabitants is 742 metres while in Poland the average route length

is 825 metres.
Passenger tlanspoı1 collectively in Gorzöw Wielkopolski shows a sizeable drop in the nUmber of

passengeİs serviced. The number of people using public tlansport has dropped behveen 2003 and 2008

by 16.13%. The sharpest drop took place in 2005 when the numbeı of passengels decreased as

compaıed to the previous year by about 8oZ, in the yeals to follow the drop stayed at the level of about

3% |16].
The unquestionable impact on the number of passengers in the collective transport has been

exerted by the dynamic increase in the number of individually owned passenger cars. Over the 2003-

2008 period the index of individual motorisation rose by about 41o/o at a simultaneous drop in üe
numbel of passengers publicly serviced by some l7%. The reciprocal relation between the motorised
index aıd the number ofpassengers is shown in Figure 2.

FIGLIRE. 2
Dynamics ofpassengers serviced and motorised index between 2003 and 2008 [l6]
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The causes of the decreased demand for municipal trarısport services can also be seen in a drop of
dweller mobility who now may enjoy a developed commercial infIastructufe in the lalgest towrı
dislricts; to do shopping they don't havc to go far.

Another factor which has an impact on the number ofpassengeıs is most likely a drop in birth ratc,
which in the school year 2008 and 2009 caused aı estimated 6.5Yo drop in the primary aıd secondarı
school sfudents [16].

No less significant is migration of Goız6w Wielkopolski dwellers_ The balance has been negativıı
for a few years running, and since 2004 has been around -250 persons. To a certain extent this haı;
been the outcome ofthe fact that quite a few ofthem have moved to neighbouıing rural municipalitieı;
(the so called LUUs zones). These people as a rule do not use public transport.

The qualiŞ of the services provided by the Gorz6w Wielkopo|ski based MZK company has a
marked impact on üe number of passengers. One of the methods to measure quali§ı of services i:,

index reliability assessment: dependent and independent of the carrier. ln 2008 the bus and traır
services showed an increase in the performed reliability indices aıd in the case of the ıeliability o1'
passenger tıam services it was 99.52Yo for the independent index, and 99.'79Yo for the dependent on€

tl6]
The fact that so high indices were attained means that for 10,000 plaııned tram runs caused by üe

carrier's faults (breakdowns, tra|fic events) 2l runs were not performed, while the number of lailed
runs independent of the carrier (blocked trackways, demonstrations, traffic events with no public
transport vehicle involved) counted 48.

The consequences of this short come in the performance of full sen ice or aı impıoper quality of
services, caused by such factors like puncfuality, regularity, rolling stock and stops kept tidy and
clean, were reduced subsidies grarrted by the Town Office.

The Municipal Tlansport Company, seeing a drop in the number of passengers served as well as
the Iequirements set forth by the Town Office as regards the quality of services, went about malketing
sü.ırveys to find out opinions their passengers had about the transport services. The pollees has an
opporfunity to present their expectations and the quality ofthe services provided by the carrier.

Customer satisfaction suwcys have been carried out since the Gorzöw Wielkopolski Municipal
Transport Company was awarded an ISo 9001:200 Quality Management Certificate, that is since
2003.

In 2008 the sample pool had a character of a selection of quota to shatum in accordance with the
following criterion I l6]:

- gender (male, female);
- age (up to l8, 18-25,26-50,51-60 and 60 plus);
- occupational stafus (students, employed, unemployed, OAPs);

The sampIe counted 207 people.
Among the surveyed the most numerous group was represented by the employed (42.88%), then

OAPS ._ l8.88%, students - 14.88%, unen,ıployed 12,32Yo and pıimary and secondary school students
11.04% [3l.

While surveyed the respondents weıe asked to give their preferences and rank to l2 qualities as
offered by the municipal tıansport services, and then to asses them. The lespondents gave üeir
expectations from the city transport system and assessed its quality using a simpIe five point scale (5
very good, l poor) [10]. The survey results (Table 1) show that in 2008 the passengers showed
punctuaIity as the most required qualişı (4.59), to be followed by safe§ (4.50), fıequency of runs
(4.19) and availability of public traısport (4.46). The least preferred qualities were: fare price (3.79),
ability to voice their opinions on the tıansport system (4.12) and conditions in which they lined at
stops (4.3 7).

The highest scoıes were given to such qualities as: timetables legibJe and easy to read out (3.80),
punctuality of runs (3.73) aıd information placed on stops, inside aıd on the outside of veI-ıicles
(3.7l). The lowest scores were assigned to fare price (3.13), ability to voice their opinions on the
tıansport system (3.23) and journey conditions (3.30). The average assessment of the quality of
services equalled 3.50 arıd was lower üan üe 2007 surveys (4.08), but is comparable to the aveIage
scores of2003 (3.53), 2004 (3.50), 2005 (3.63) and 2006 (3.52) [l6].
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Pos Quality Passeıgeı preferences Qualify rdnk

l Puncfuality of runs l
) Frequency ofruns 4.49 3

3 Ride safetv 4.5 0 2

4 conditions inside a vehicle 4.44 6

waiting Çonditions at stop§ 4.37 10

6 Availability of municipal tıznsport 4
,7 Fare |2

Diıect connections 4.41 7

9 Driver manners 4.44
10. Information (stops, inside and on üe outside ofvehicles) 4.40 9

1l Legible and easy to İemember timetables 4.43 8

|2 Ability to voice opinions on services 4.|2 ll

TABLE l
Average preference scoıes for individual qualities ofservices provided by the municipal transport

tem in Gorzdw Wielko lski in 2008 and thcir ranks Il 6]s

]n the othel part of üe questionnaire the ıespondents assessed the level of quality of the services
provided aıd voiced their satisfaction with services provided by the Goız6w Wielkopolski Municipal
Transport Compaıry. The results are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2

Average assessments for individual qualities ofservices provided by the municipal traısport system in
Gorzdw Wielkopolski in 2008 [l 6]

The survey MZK carried out to find preferences aıd customer satisfaction allowed üem to assess

relative arıd absolute quality gaps (Table 3). A lelative quality gap is calculated as a ıemainder of real
preferences and assessments as given by the respondents, whereas an absolute gap is a remainder of
maximal possible and ideal expectations from a given service and real assessments as given by the

respondents.
As the Table shows üe widest relative gaps showed up in conditions in vehicles, frequency of

runs arıd waiting conditions at stops. Amongst the widest absolute quality gaps were apart from those

already indicated fare prices and possibility to voice opinions on public transport Il6].

Pos Quality Passenger prefeıences Quality nnk
1 Punctuality ofnıns 3,73 z
2 Frequency ofruns 3,4l 8

Ride safety 3,60 5

4 conditions inside a vehicle 3,3 0

waiting conditions at stoPs 3,3,7 9

6 Availability of municipal transport 3,68 4
Fare 3, 13 12

Direct connections 3,5 0
,7

Driver manneıs 3,5l 6

10 Information (stops, inside and on the outside ofvehicles) 3,7l 3

ll Legible and easy to remember timetables 3,80 l
12 Ability to voice opinions on seryices 3,23 ll
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Aveı assessments and
TABLE 3

eferences for individual ualjties of services on a 1 to 5 scale [16]

950

4}
1.21

1,59

1.40

1.70

1.50
1.49

1.29

l _,77

Another important aspect covered by the research demanded that the degree of passenger satisfaction with
the public transport system in Gorzöw Wielkopolski be determined. The ıesult obtained for the sampled oool
is an averaged weighted of assessments and batch size (i.e. assessment X the nunber of into the numbtlr of
subjects suıvcyed).

On 1he basis of the obtained ıesults the degree of passengel satisfaction may be assumed to be high as it
was at 66.58% in 2008 in Gorzöw Wielkopolski. While the laİgest ı]unıbeı of responses, that is 64.96Yo, ııas
placed within the 60-80% bracket, while the largest pelcentage of respondents (25,|2%) declared ı.heir
satisfaction at 70% [l6].

Another cıiterion that might have impact on the degree of passenger satisfaction with public transport is
the number of claims they lodged and the manrıer in which the claims were processed. In 2008 71 claims ıvcre
lodged in Gorzdw Wielkopolski, out of which üe Transport Company found 29 to be well grounded, whiJe as
many as.12 were rejected as unfounded [16].

Of the total of claims 73.35% concemed the relationships between driver and passenger, out ofwhich as
few as 38.46% werc found well grounded. Passengers complained about conditions in public transport
vehicles ( 15.49%), especially they spoke out stıongly against overcrowded vehicles at rush hours Il 6].

In 2008 public transport passengers lodged 2l complaints, with l4 given appositive response by the
company. The largest number of complaints (more than 33.33%) concerned changes in timetablcs and ıew
services ruıning (28.57oZ).

As a result of thc survey MZK of Gorzöw Wielkopolski undertook a series of measures to Stcp up qu:llity
of life, embracing inter alia four additional bus runs, aıd chaıged three bus routes allowing people to get their
workplaces in TPV LCD Monitor Company.

Furthermoıe, a new night bus service was opened allowing supennarket and commerce centle staff to
refum home [17].

SUMMARY

City logistics is indispensably connected wilh quality of life of city dwellers. On the one hand it caıı be
Said that an effective organisation of humaı aıd freight movement wiüin the city limits has an influenctl on
Societal quality of life. on the other hand, however, it might be claimed that it is the qualiŞ of dwellers' lives
that affects logistics. A rise in general wealth, closely followed up by a rise in individual tlansport in town
causes mole and more aggıavated problems resulting foI instance from congestion. lt could be relievec by
granting pubIic transport vehicles a status of privileged vehicles, by setting up transmitters on vehicles wlıich
would control traffic lights or by providing additional bus Ianes.
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Pos ö9Pb
39 A9)

Quali§

1 Puıctuality of rurıs 5,00 4.59 3.,73 0.85
4.49Frequency ofruırs 5.00 3.41 1.08

Ride safety 5.00 4.50 3.60 0.90
4 conditions insjde a vehicle 5.00 4.44 3.30
5 Waiting conditions at stops 5.00 3.37 1.00 1.63

6 Availability of municjpal fansport 5.00 4.46 3.6 8 0.79 1.32
,l Fare 5.00 3.97 3.13 0.83 1 .87

Direct connections 5.00 4.44 3.50 0,94
9 4.44 3.51 0.9]
l0 Information (stops, inside and on üe outside of

vehicles)
3.7l 0 -69

l] Legible and easy to remember timetables 5.00 3.80 0.6]
l2 Ability to voice opinions on services 5.00 4.12 3.23 0.89

2.

I .l4
4.37

8.

Driver mannets 5.00
5.00 4.40

1.20



It is more than half of Gorzdw Wielkopolski population that uses individual means of transport, and, as

the results of üe sı.ırvey indicate this tendency will be rising in the years to come. Public transPort is used

mostly by students and OAPs that is people of low income or no income at all. The problems that a majoritl
of passengers will complain about is conditions in which they are made to ride, harsh exlernal conditions

while queuing at stops and lare prices.
among favourable factors üat may encouage people to use public transport are: making rides on Public

transport vihicles attractive, stepping up the competitive edge that public transport may have as compared to

individual solutions and reducing fare prices.
An efficient functioning of city logistics requires that not only the establishments serving town transport

are involved, but foremost is would be the town authorities a local govemment responsible for managing the

town; institutions, which aıe in charge of district, province and nationa] roads, and also establishments located

within the town limits and residents themselves.
A referential model of city logistics could provide a solution facilitating an efficient movement of humans

arıd freight across the ci§. Such a model will account for ıeal flows and control and cooperation. A refeıential

model should visualise organisational and functional relations between the entities in charge of city logistics

and traffic participants. The essence of that model will be improving city logistics in GorzÖw WieIkopolski so

that the quality of life and living standard of Gorz6w Wielkopolski dwellers arc taken into consideration.
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